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The isothermal change of the magnetic entropy of a magnetically ordered material upon application
of external magnetic field can be calculated from the temperature and field dependence of the
magnetization or of the specific heat. The adiabatic temperature change, i.e., the magnetocaloric
effect ~MCE! can be measured directly or can be calculated via different methods using the
field-dependent specific heat values, or a combination of data obtained via magnetization and
thermal measurements. In the present study, magnetic and thermal measurements were carried out
on Gd75Y25(TC5232 K! and Gd48Y52(TC5161 K! samples, for applied fields ranging between 0
and 7 T. From both datasets, the magnetic entropy change and MCE values were calculated and
compared, in order to assess the mutual reliability of the methods applied. The magnetically or
thermally deduced specific heat discontinuities show a reasonable agreement within experimental
error. Similar comparison of the calculated magnetic entropy changes reveals that the measured
transition temperature and the shape of the curve do not depend on the method selected. It is
demonstrated that the choice of an integration constant during entropy calculation has a significant
impact on the adiabatic temperature change deduced from the field and temperature dependence of
the entropies. For the MCE, a better approximation can be obtained using the magnetically acquired
magnetic entropy change and the field-dependent specific heat. The results prove that magnetic
measurements carried out in high enough magnetic fields provide reliable information on the
isothermal magnetic entropy change and, when combined with field-dependent specific heat
measurements, on the magnetocaloric effect as well. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~97!01313-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetocaloric effect~MCE!, which is the isother-
mal change of the entropy or the adiabatic change of
temperature upon the application of magnetic field1,2 is ex-
ploited by several cryogenic applications. The MCE of
paramagnetic salt or of nuclear spins in metals is used
magnetic refrigeration below 4 K or 5 mK, respectively.
Other applications, e.g., the magnetic liquefaction of gase
the 4–300 K temperature range require large MCE ove
broad range of temperatures. For this purpose, materials
strong magnetic ordering~e.g., ferromagnets! have to be
used. As the MCE of ordered magnetic materials is sign
cant only in a relatively narrow temperature range near
ordering temperature, several materials with different tran
tion temperatures are needed to cover broad tempera
ranges. Measurements of the field-dependent specific h

a!Electronic mail: chahine@uqtr.quebec.ca
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which can be used to calculate the isothermal entropy cha
or the adiabatic temperature change, can be time consum
and costly on a large number of samples. Therefore, it wo
be advantageous if the prescreening and at least part o
characterization could be realized via magnetic methods

The problem with this approach is that broad tempe
ture range data on the mutual reliability of the two metho
are not available in the literature. The only existing data w
taken well below 100 K,3,4 i.e., on samples with low transi
tion temperatures (TC ! 100 K!, where evaluation of the re
sults does not require long-range integration over the te
perature.

In the present study, we investigate samples with tran
tion temperaturesTC above 100 K, and compare the valu
of the specific heat discontinuityDCp , magnetic entropy
changeDSM , and adiabatic temperature changeDT obtained
via different methods. On this basis, we point out proble
with numerical processing and their effect on the final res
3098/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample processing

The alloys of gadolinium and yttrium were prepared v
conventional metallurgical processing, described in de
elsewhere.5 Samples of about 10 mg for superconducti
quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetometry were
cut using a precision diamond saw. Calorimeter samp
weighted about 1 g and were diamond polished on one s
face.

B. Materials testing

The homogeneity and correct composition of t
samples were tested using conventional metallography
lowed by scanning electron microscopy with an ener
dispersive composition analyzer. No second phases or
nificant inhomogeneities were found. The standardl
composition analysis qualitatively confirmed the compo
tion and revealed only61.5% deviations as a function o
beam location. On the basis of the low loss during melti
the homogeneity of the composition, and the qualitat
agreement found by the standardless analysis, the nom
and actual compositions can be considered equal.

C. Magnetic measurements

The magnetic measurements were carried out in a 7 T
quantum design SQUID magnetometer. The susceptib
curves at 0.0025 and 1 T were first measured over the tot
temperature range. The comparison of the low- and hi
field susceptibility curves indicated the nature of the m
netic order present. The low-field susceptibility curve w
used to identify the transition region in which a set of abo
20 isothermal magnetization curvesM (H)T5const was mea-
sured. The temperature steps were 2.5 K apart closer to
transition and 5 K further away. These magnetization curv
were used to calculate the specific heat discontinuity and
magnetic entropy change.

D. Thermal measurements

The specific heat capacityCp(T) up to 320 K was mea-
sured in an improved version of a vacuum calorimeter
described in Ref. 6. The quasiadiabatic step heating me
~Nerst method! was used. The contribution of the sapph
sample holder, of the Pt100 thermometer, and of a min
amount of grease, which was used to attach the sample,
measured in a separate run and subtracted. The therm
namic conditions of theCp(T) measurements were quasi
diabatic~externaldQ50), and the measurements were p
formed at constant fields of 0 and 7 T. The shiftDT(DR) of
the temperature calibration of the Pt100 thermometer in
magnetic field of 7 T was small and negligible above abo
100 K. A larger relative temperature shiftDT is visible only
below about 100 K, becoming more severe with decreas
temperature, reaching the value ofDT/T'0.4% at liquid-
nitrogen temperature~77 K!.
310 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND NUMERICAL
METHODS

A. Transition temperature and specific heat anomaly
from magnetic measurements

The theory for the second-order phase transitions7,8 pre-
dicts the following relation between the high-field magne
zation M ~‘‘approach to saturation’’! and the external
magnetic-fieldH near the transition temperature:

a1bM25H/M . ~1!

Consequently, whenH/M is plotted as a function ofM2

~Belov–Goryega plot8,9!, the relationship is linear in the re
gion above the technical saturation,10 i.e., where the materia
is one domain and the rotation of spins toward the field
rection is the main mechanism of increasing magnetiza
~‘‘true’’ magnetization or paraprocess8!. Technically, the
Belov–Goryega plot8,9 is equal to the Arrott plot.11 The cal-
culations leading to the Arrott plot, however, are based
less general assumptions, and allow only for the determ
tion of the Curie point, without deducing the specific he
anomaly. Equation~1! was fitted to the experimental data b
the least-squares method. The resultinga andb parameters
were used to calculate the thermodynamic Curie pointTC
and the specific heat anomaly atTC . The Curie point is
obtained by a linear fit to thea5aC8 (T2TC) equation,
whereTC equals the thermodynamic Curie point andaC8 is a
material’s constant. The specific heat anomaly equalsDCp

5(aC8 )
2TC/2bC , wherebC is the value ofb at the thermo-

dynamic Curie pointTC . Details were given elsewhere5

With the usual SQUID precision, i.e., 0.1 K in temperatu
and 0.1% in magnetization, the above calculation gives
Curie point with an error of about61%, while the error
estimate for the specific heat discontinuity is about66%.

B. Magnetic entropy change from magnetic
measurements

From the magnetization data, the magnetic entro
change for isothermal magnetization can be calculated
well. Due to the slow increase of the magnetic field in t
superconducting magnet, the condition can be considere
isothermal rather than adiabatic. The entropy change ass
ated with the change of the magnetization is given as12

DSM5E
0

HF]M]T G
H

dH. ~2!

C. Magnetic entropy change from thermal
measurements

The entropy of a material at temperatureT is defined
as12

S0~T!5E
0

T Cp,0

T8
dT81S0 , ~3!

whereCp,0 is the specific heat at constant pressurep in zero
field, and the value of the constant is chosen asS050, in
Foldeaki et al.
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order to give zero entropy forT50. If the applied field is not
zero, the field-dependent specific heat has to be introdu
into the above integral.

SH~T!5E
0

T Cp,H

T8
dT81S0,H , ~4!

whereCp,H is the specific heat measured with a fieldH
applied, andS0,H50 as above. We note here that the a
sumption of a zero integration constant is valid only if bo
measurement and integration took place between 0 K refer-
ence temperature and the temperature in question. If the
erence temperature is not zero, the integration constant
be different, and will depend on the reference tempera
Tref . The magnetic entropy change is the difference of
two entropies above,

uDSM~T!u5S0~T!2SH~T!5E
0

T Cp,02Cp,H

T8
dT81DS0 .

~5!

We note, again, thatDS050 only if bothmeasurements wer
started atT50. If not, there will be a starting temperatu
and field-dependent constant present.

D. Adiabatic temperature change, ‘‘thermal only,’’ and
combined methods

1. ‘‘Thermal only’’ method

This method takes advantage of the definition of
adiabatic~externalDQ50) temperature change, i.e., tem
perature changing with changes in the applied field, wh
the entropy is kept constant (dS50). In this way, the adia-
batic temperature change equals the horizontal distance
tween the entropy curves@DT(S)#, which can be determined
for a series of constant entropy values and transformed in
temperature-dependent curve. We point out, again, that
rect results can be expected only if theS(T) entropy curves
are correct, not just qualitatively, but including the values
the integration constantsS0 andS0,H as well. Neglecting the
constants will shift the two curves in a different way, resu
ing in incorrectDT readings.

2. Combined methods

The infinitesimal adiabatic temperature change~magne-
tocaloric effect! is given by the following equation:12

dT52
m0TV

CP,H
S ]M

]T D
p,H

dH, ~6!

wherem0 equals the permittivity of the free space andV is
the molar volume. The total magnetocaloric effect is giv
by the integral

DT5E
0

H0m0TV

CP,H
S ]M

]T D
p,H

dH. ~7!

If the field and temperature dependence of the specific
are known, the numerical calculation can be carried out.
ing the rule of integration by parts, the integral on the rig
hand side can be rewritten
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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H0m0TV

CP,H
S ]M

]T D
p,H

dH

5Fm0TV

CP,H
E
0

HS ]M

]T D
p,H

dH8G
0

H0

2E
0

H0H m0V
d

dHS T

CP,H
D E

0

HS ]M

]T D
p,H9

dH9J dH. ~8!

If we assume thatT/Cp,H varies much slower withH than
(]M /]T)H ,which is a good approximation in the transitio
range, the second integral can be neglected, and the adia
temperature change can be written as

DT5
T

CP,H
DSM~H !. ~9!

Both the magnetic entropy change and the specific heat h
to be introduced at the same field and temperature value.
DSM , we can introduce the value calculated from thermal
magnetic measurements, as described in Secs. III B
III C, respectively. AsCp(H)2Cp(0) can be estimated from
magnetic data, too~it is actually theT derivative ofDSM),
this calculation can be carried out even if only the zero-fi
specific heat is known.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
cific heat for sample Gd75Y25 @Fig. 1~a!# and Gd48Y52 @Fig.
1~b!#, in zero or 7 T applied field. In the case of second-ord
phase transitions, the zero-field specific heat displays a s
discontinuity. The temperature corresponding to the ma
mum of thisl-shaped anomaly is the transition temperatu
The error inTC , as determined from the graph, equals ab
61 K. Graphically, the specific heat discontinuityDCp can
be obtained via linear extrapolation, by calculating the d
ference between the peak and the ‘‘flattened’’ section ab
the transition. This method gives a lower limit forDCp due
to the expected curvature of the lattice contribution to
specific heat. To obtain the upper limit, the temperature
pendence of the lattice and electronic contributions to
specific heat is calculated according to the Debye theory~see
the dashed curves in Fig. 1! and subtracted from the exper
mental curves. Reasonable values for the Debye tempera
QD and electronic specific heatg for Gd and Y were taken
from Ref. 13 and averaged according to the composition
the samples.

On this basis, graphical evaluation of the curves allo
us to determine the following transition temperatures, as w
as lower and upper limits for specific heat discontinuitie
which are summarized in Table I.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the temperature dependen
of the 0.0025 and 1 T susceptibility for both alloys.
Gd75Y25 @Fig. 2~a!# behaves as a simple ferromagnet, with
obvious low-temperature transition. Gd48Y52 @Fig. 2~b!#, on
the contrary, displays susceptibility curves characteristic
noncollinear magnetic order, clearly showing a low
temperature transition as well, as predicted by the ph
diagram.14
311Foldeaki et al.
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Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the transformed magnetiz
tion curves ~Belov–Goryega plots8,9!. Gd75Y25 @Fig. 3~a!#
displays simple ferromagnetic behavior, while the lo
temperature curves of sample Gd48Y52 @Fig. 3~b!# are consis-
tent with a noncollinear magnetic structure.

The thermomagnetic parameters obtained from the tra
formed curves are summarized in Table II. The numbers
play the strengths and limitations of the method. It is a g
eral feature of the processing that the resultingTC and
DCp increase with increasing applied field. The behavior c
be attributed to the approximations used in ser
expansion,15 i.e., to the neglected higher-order terms in E

FIG. 1. Specific heat as a function of temperature, for sample Gd75Y25 ~a! or
Gd48Y52 ~b!, in zero~h! or 7 T ~d! applied field. Solid lines represent th
theoretically calculated lattice1electron contribution. Arrows indicate th
maximum and minimum values of the specific heat discontinuity.

TABLE I. Transition temperature and specific heat discontinuity, as de
mined by thermal methods, as well as parameters used to calc
DCp

max.

Transition
Specific heat
discontinuity Debye

temperature DCp ~J/kg K! temperature g
Alloy TC ~K! min max QD ~K! ~mJ/mol K2)

Gd75Y25 232 100 138 170 8
Gd48Y52 161 55 83 210 8
312 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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~1!. Alloys with simple ferromagnetic order are more a
fected than noncollinear alloys, which display usually
lower saturation magnetization. Comparison of the valu
obtained from magnetic and thermal measurements reve
good qualitative agreement. For the ferromagnetic allo
Gd75Y25, the agreement ofTC is better in low field, while the
DCp obtained from the high-field measurement well appro
mates the upper limit of the range, deduced from therm
measurements. On the contrary, the noncollinear Gd48Y52 al-
loy displays good agreement between magnetic and the
results only when magnetic measurements were carried
up to 7 T.

At the individual measuring temperatures, the field d
pendence of the isothermal magnetic entropy change
sample Gd75Y25, as calculated from the magnetizatio
curves, is consistent with simple ferromagnetic order~i.e., a
monotonic, almost linear increase is seen! over the total in-
vestigated field and temperature range. On the contr
when plotted the same way, the isothermal magnetic entr
change for sample Gd48Y52 displays the signs of noncollinea
order, as positive values at low temperatures and fields
well as nonmonotonic field dependence@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
for temperatures below and above the transition, resp
tively#.

r-
te

FIG. 2. Magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature, for sam
Gd75Y25 ~a! or Gd48Y52 ~b! in 0.0025 T~d! or 1 T ~h! applied field.
Foldeaki et al.
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Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show the temperature dependen
of the calculated magnetic entropy change from both me
ods, for an applied field of 7 T. The temperatures cor
sponding to the maximal change in magnetic entropy~235 K
for Gd75Y25 and 166 K for Gd48Y52! are in good agreemen
with the thermal results, and do not show a significant fi
dependence. The curves calculated from magnetic or the
measurements display maxima at identical temperat
~within experimental error! and are also very similar in
shape. The most significant difference is a constant s
along the vertical axis; the curves calculated from magn
measurements are positive over the total temperature ra

FIG. 3. Belov–Goryega plots for sample Gd75Y25 ~a! or Gd48Y52 ~b!, as
calculated from the magnetization curves. The arrow indicates the direc
of increasing temperature. For convenience, selected temperature
shown next to the corresponding curve.

TABLE II. Transition temperaturesTC and specific heat discontinuitie
DCp, as determined from magnetic measurements.

Transition temperature Specific heat discontinuity
TC ~K! DCp ~J/kg K!

Alloy 1 T 7 T 1 T 7 T

Gd75Y25 23563 25163 3763 12367
Gd48Y52 14762 15762 n/a 4963
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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while the curves obtained from thermal measurements
play a negative ‘‘tail’’ at higher temperatures. There is
qualitative difference in the behavior of the samples, th
the magnetic structure~Gd75Y25 is a simple ferromagnet
while Gd48Y52 is noncollinear! does not seem to have a
impact on the observed discrepancy.

The total magnetic entropy change for full ordering
the alloys can be estimated as follows:Smag, total
5xGdR ln(2S11), wherexGd is the concentration of Gd,R
the universal gas constant andS57/2, the Gd spin. Assum
ing Y does not contribute and does not influence the
ordering, the values are 95.5 J/kg K for Gd75Y25 and 68.2
J/kg K for Gd48Y52. The observed magnetic entropy chang
~11 and 7 J/kg K, respectively!, are much smaller than th
values above, showing that the alloys were far from full o
dering.

Integration of the specific heat curves give a total e
tropy (Stotal5Slattice1Selectron1Smagnetic) of about 300 J/kg K
for the Gd75Y25 and 200 J/kg K for Gd48Y52 at the tempera-
ture of the magnetic transition. The observed magnetic
tropy change is very small as compared to these total en
pies, only about 3% of the values given above. Con

n
are

FIG. 4. Isothermal magnetic entropy change vs maximal applied field
sample Gd48Y52, as calculated from the magnetization curves; below$125–
165 K, ~a!% or above$170–210 K, ~b!% the transition. For convenience
selected temperatures are shown next to the corresponding curves.
313Foldeaki et al.
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7

quently, the experienced difference between the results o
magnetic and thermal measurements is well within the e
margins of both methods. In case of a random error, no
ther considerations would be necessary. However, the di
ence is systematic, thus, it deserves further investigation
it does not seem to depend on temperature or on samp
probably results from a difference in integration consta
used in both methods. In an empirical approach, we shi
the thermal curve by 3 J/kg K for both samples@shown as a
solid line in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, which resulted in a reason
ably good overlap with the results obtained from magne
measurements. As the magnetization measurements
performed in an isothermal way~adiabatic measuremen
would be hard to realize! and the thermal measurement und
adiabatic conditions, the measurements have different ex
nal constants, even if they both arrive at the isothermal
tropy change as the final result, and these different const
might have contributed to the observed shift.

A. Assessment of derived data reliability

In order to calculate the magnetic entropy change fr
magnetic measurements, we integrate]M /]T from H50 to

FIG. 5. Magnetic entropy change as a function of temperature for
applied field, from thermal~d! or magnetic measurements~s!; for sample
Gd75Y25 ~a! or Gd48Y52 ~b!. The solid line corresponds to a23 J/kg K shift
of the thermal data.
314 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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H5Hmax. This calculation~based on the definition of the
magnetic entropy change! is valid only for the saturation
regime of the magnetization curve, where changes in m
netization result from moment orientation, and not fro
domain-wall displacement as is the case for low fields. C
sequently, far below the transition, the calculated entro
contains a contribution corresponding to hysteresis los
The domain-wall contribution and the hysteresis rapidly d
crease upon approaching the transition from the lower te
perature side, and disappears above the transition~i.e., T
.TC). Its importance increases with decreasing temperat
consequently, magnetic measurements deliver reliable m
netic entropy change data only in the vicinity of the tran
tion. We made efforts to correct for hysteresis loss contri
tion, by considering only the (M , H) values consistent with
the linear section of the Belov–Goryega plot in the entro
integral @Eq. ~1!#. This method has three flaws:

~i! The Belov–Goryega plot9 is in itself an approxima-
tion, well demonstrated by the field dependence of
delivered parameters~Ref. 15, as well as Table II!.

~ii ! It is impossible to give an objective criteria for th
cutoff point; it is a subjective decision.

~iii ! Above the transition, all points of the magnetizatio
curve have to be considered, thus, the result of a c
rection is often a distorted curve for the magnetic e
tropy change.

On this basis, we decided that instead of arbitrary c
rections, we would integrate from zero field, and comp
mise with the possible presence of a small error below
transition.

The calculation based on thermal measurements
similar problems. The integrals~3!, ~4!, and~5!, calculating
the total entropies with or without applied magnetic field,
well as their difference, should all be carried out fromT50
K, in which case the integration constant can be conside
zero. In our case, the measurements have started at a r
ence temperature of 37 and 80 K, respectively. Thus,
integrals all carry a constant representing the contribution
lower temperatures. The constant is not essentially the s
in Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, thus, there is a nonzero constant in E
~5! as well. For sample Gd75Y25, Fig. 6~a! illustrates the
extreme sensitivity of the calculated entropy curves to
reference temperature. Figure 6~b! displays the effect of the
reference temperature on the magnetic entropy change
calculated from the entropy curves of Fig. 6~a!. It clearly
shows that the shape of the curves is not distorted by cha
ing the reference temperature, neither is the temperatur
the transition influenced. The only impact, a parallel sh
along the vertical axis. Well below the transition temperatu
(T,0.4TC) and for materials with no low-temperature tra
sitions, the shift could be calculated approximately from t
spin-wave theory. Unfortunately, Gd–Y alloys do not reta
the simple ferromagnetic behavior of gadolinium, thus,
the susceptibility curves demonstrate, there are lo
temperature transitions present. This way, an empirical c
rection is the only choice, e.g., by determining the const
using the criteria that the magnetic entropy change sho
not change sign. As the structure of Gd and Y is very simi

T

Foldeaki et al.
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it is not surprising that the same constant applies to b
alloys: the low-temperature behavior is expected to be s
lar.

The magnetic entropy change corrected this way ag
well with the values obtained from magnetization measu
ments, especially above the transition. For sample screen
both measurements carry the same information; while
thermal measurements are clearly superior in that sense
they deliver the specific heat values necessary for fur
calculations and refrigerator design, should the materia
selected. We would like to stress here, that values of
specific heat, or magnetization, as raw data, are not in
enced by the above ambiguities. They are introduced in
course of the numerical processing.

B. Reliability of DT (adiabatic temperature
change 5magnetocaloric effect) calculations

DT can be calculated from the approximate Eq.~9! or
directly from the entropy curves. If the correctedDSM is
introduced into Eq.~9!, theDT value carries only as muc
error as the approximation in the equation, which was c
sidered negligible. This calculation gives aDT(TC) of 9.5
and 4.3 K for samples Gd75Y25 and Gd48Y52, respectively. It
can be seen that although the magnetic entropy chang
Gd75Y25 is not yet significantly reduced as compared to p
Gd, the adiabatic temperature change is smaller, obvio
due to the increased specific heat of the alloy in compari
to pure Gd.16

FIG. 6. Entropy curves integrated from different reference temperature~a!
and their impact on the resulting magnetic entropy change~b! for sample
Gd75Y25.
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In Fig. 7, we show the directly measuredDT of sample
Gd48Y52 in comparison to the values calculated from t
magnetic entropy change, as obtained from magnetic or
corrected thermal measurements, respectively. Figure 7 d
onstrates that the experimentally determined data of the a
batic temperature changeDT show a better agreement wit
the DT values calculated from the magnetically obtain
magnetic entropy change, which justifies the correction
the thermally obtained magnetic entropy change values.

Similar discrepancies arise if we calculateDT directly
from the entropy curves. The effect of the neglected integ
tion constant appears again and has a non-negligible im
on the results. In the case of the isothermal magnetic entr
change, the shift, as shown above, represent a constant
tribution over the total temperature range. For the case of
adiabatic temperature change, however, the correction is
an additive constant, but depends on the temperature.
approximation can be obtained from Eq.~9! as

dDT5
T

Cp,H~T!
dDSM~H !, ~10a!

or it can be derived geometrically from Fig. 8,

dDT5
]T

]SU
0

dSH1
]T

]SU
H

dSH , DTcorr5DTapp1dDT,

~10b!

wheredS0 and dSH correspond to the shift of theS0 and
SH curve, respectively, andDTcorr andDTapp correspond to
the correct or erroneous value of the adiabatic tempera
change, respectively.

The equation clearly shows that the correction depe
on the differentials of both curves, and as they are neit
linear nor parallel, it will not be constant. Its value is, how
ever, always positive, thus,DTapp,DTcorr in the total tem-
perature range. Consequently, neglecting the integration
stants will result in an underestimated adiabatic tempera
change. For sample Gd75Y25, the estimated error equals 3

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the adiabatic temperature chang
sample Gd48Y52, as obtained from the uncorrected~j! or corrected~d!
magnetic entropy change value and the 7 T specific heat, as well as th
experimentally determined adiabatic temperature change~s!. Solid lines are
guides to the eye.
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K. Similarly to the magnetic entropy change, a negative
at higher temperatures might indicate the presence of
merical problems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Both magnetic and specific heat measurements repre
powerful tools in materials’ research for magnetic refr
eration.

~2! The material parameters, significant for the evaluation
the magnetocaloric effect, show reasonable agreem
when determined via magnetic or thermal methods.

~3! Specific heat measurements present the advantage o
livering values necessary for further refrigerator desi
should the material in question be selected.

~4! Values of the entropy, integrated from specific heat da
depend sensitively on the reference temperature. Co
quently, magnetic entropy curves contain a fie
dependent additive constant, resulting in parallel shift
the curves along the vertical axis.

~5! The magnetic entropy change is more reliable when
culated from magnetic measurements, as integra
from zero field under isothermal conditions does not r

FIG. 8. Schematic figure illustrating the errors and corrections when ca
lating the adiabatic temperature change from shifted entropy curves.
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resent any experimental or numerical difficulty. Simult
neously, magnetic measurements have the advantag
being fast and less costly than specific heat meas
ments in magnetic fields, thus, prescreening of a la
number of candidate materials does not present a p
lem.

~6! Assumptions and approximations used in numeri
methods have the most significant impact on the cal
lation of the adiabatic temperature change; the prese
of such an influence should be checked carefullybefore
coming up with final conclusions regarding the mate
al’s performance.
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